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DECENTRALIZED GLOBAL PAYMENT NETWORK
Fostering the best beneﬁts of Blockchain
technology

Note:The purpose of writing this business plan is to
actually research and ﬁnd out more about the business
venture that we have for the global market. It also allows
to stress test all of our business assumptions to ensure we
hold up to real market conditions.

Introducing

Introducing Virgo token ( VRO )
A decentralized crypto token built on blockchain and backed by the
virgo community and a business vision.
Summary
Token Name
Symbol
Platform
Maximum Supply
Circulating Supply
Initial Token price

: Virgo
: VRO
: Blockchain
: 11,00,00,000 VRO
: 3,00,00,000 VRO
: 0.10 USD

The Concept
Virgo is a decentralized token created by the Virgo team using white
cryptography and blockchain. Having backed by The Virgo community
business governance entity we aim to deliver the Virgo coin, a global
currency system for all ﬁnancial services.
Virgo is under development of a multi-function blockchain system called
Virgo-blockchain, an open-source blockchain platform to build and
execute different products like cryptocurrency (virgo coin).
2019 Q4 is an upfront timeline to start distribution of Virgo tokens, out
of 30 million initial supply token, 10 million VIRGO token are reserved
for reward distribution, rewards like bounty, referral program, jarvis
trading, transfer etc...
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Creating the Virgo Coin
Although a goal is set to launch a global currency system that can be
used everywhere and for everything, Virgo team’s ﬁrst mission is to
successfully produce the multi-function blockchain to mine and generate
Virgo coins.
Virgo coin will have the same impact as any other cryptocurrency in the
market, continuing with the same supply volume there will be a
complete decentralized currency system with a huge market cap
volume.

Get Started with Virgo token
Virgo tokens are exclusively distributed and traded on the VG-wallet, a
secure mobile app wallet. The app is set to perform all the vro trade
operations along with reward programs like referral and jarvis trading.
You can purchase unlimited number of VRO tokens for BTC, hereby the
initial token price is set to 0.10 USD/VRO.
Heading towards a big future, virgo token has set a price processing
mechanism called “ upcap stability “. This is a process wherein the min
and max price limit for trading is set, traders cannot trade the token
beyond this limit. Hence giving an equivalent stability to token.
Promising a risk free, reliable and beneﬁcial token platform for crypto
experts and starters.
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After the successful development of Virgo coin by mining into own
Virgo-blockchain, under the main net program the token will be
claimed back by Virgo team and Virgo coins will be provided to token
holders in return.

The Mobile wallet App, VG-Wallet
Explore the amazing new world of VRO token from anywhere in the
world. With virgo mobile app, buy/sell VRO, transfer BTC, TCN, VRO
manage reports – all at their ﬁngertips. In addition, if you ever need to
make some earning, the virgo app makes the entire process simple and
seamless with different earning programs.

Services
1. Buy / Sell VRO
Initially the tokens will be distributed in app by Virgo community and
thereafter VRO tokens are exclusively offered for P2P and direct trade
at VRO token mobile wallet. Different Payment options like BTC, ETH
will be gated to make the purchase payment more convenient.
2. Instant Remittance
Transfer funds from your phone number to a different Virgo app users.
Different currencies like TCN, BTC, ETH and few more can be
transferred instantly from VG wallet. User can also claim transfer
rewards.
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3. Referral Program
This is a Promotional feature engaging 25 levels of referral rewards to
the users. An inbuilt feature which is optional for the users. The beneﬁts
of this level structure can be used for different earning program setup.
Earning Programs
On the go, there are 3 types of earning programs
1. Holding funds for Jarvis Trading
2. Level income rewards
3. Leadership Ranks
Note : More earning programs will be Introduced after 2019 Q1.

1. Holding Funds for Jarvis Trading
We have built an application to leverage from the Jarvis Exchange
protocol capabilities. A simple yet powerful program, designed to
abstract more out of of the underlying technology to empower anyone.
Just let your funds be stored in your wallet and we will work for you.
A minimum of $500 has to be maintained in the BTC wallet to get
rewarded with 6% to 10% of income VRO on a daily basis ( 0.3 %
approx).
Note : If the BTC wallet balance goes below the proposed limit of $500
no income is generated from the same day nor the level income from
the same will also not be generated.
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2. Level income rewards
Each earning program in VRO token wallet gets you rewarded on your
downline business, making a huge difference to your total earning plot.
The Holding referral income
If your downline people (25 level ) participate the BTC holding plan
than you will receive mounting income from respective level.
From Level 1 you receive 100% Income instantly
From Level 2 you receive 50% Income instantly
From Level 3-25 you receive 5% Income instantly
Leadership Ranks
Virgo token’s compensation plan consists of 6 leadership ranks. At the
very start your rank is V0.
You become V1 when you reach $200,000 in team volume. As a
reward, your matching bonus increases by 5% across all levels to
inﬁnity, until cut by another V1.
You become V2, when 3 people in 3 separate legs inside your structure
become V1. As a reward, your matching bonus increases by another 5%
across all levels to inﬁnity, until cut by another V2.
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You become V3, when 3 people in 3 separate legs inside your structure
become V2. As a reward, your matching bonus increases by another 5%
across all levels to inﬁnity, until cut by another V3.
You become V4, when 3 people in 3 separate legs inside your structure
become V3. As a reward, your matching bonus increases by another 5%
across all levels to inﬁnity, until cut by another V4.
You become V5, when 3 people in 3 separate legs inside your structure
become V4. As a reward, you receive a 5% revenue from whatever the
company generates daily!

The Vision
A stable currency built on a secure and stable open-source blockchain,
backed by blockchain technology, and governed by an independent
community. Our hope is to create more access to better, cheaper, and
open ﬁnancial services — no matter who you are, where you live,
what you do, or how much you have. We recognize that the road to
delivering this will be long, arduous, and won’t be achieved in
isolation it will take coming together and forming a real movement
around this pursuit. We hope you’ll join us and help turn this dream into
a reality for billions of people around the world.
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Virgo Community
Virgo-Blockchain
Virgo Coin

Virgo token is a digital asset a bitcoin like cryptocurrency and not any Introducing 08 investment program.
Do remember, none of our ( Virgo.fund) executives will contact for any purpose as we don't support outbound calls for
our executives. For any news,updates, information, downloads, please consider our oﬃcial website www.virgo.fund
Willing to provide a healthy and happy currency network.

